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Spelling list: Business, general

A list of words for English spelling and vocabulary help and learning. For 
further help, teaching and lessons about spelling please try our spelling 
course.

beginner A  is someone who is new to a particular field or beginner
activity.

bonus A  is an additional payment (or other remuneration) bonus
to employees as a means of increasing output.

brand A  is the name given to a product or service.brand

business  is the activity of providing goods and services Business
involving financial and commercial and industrial aspects.

commerce  is the activity of sales and purchases of Commerce
goods and services.

economy  refers to the system of production and Economy
distribution and consumption.

equipment  refers to the instruments needed for an Equipment
undertaking or to perform a service.

experience  is the accumulation of knowledge or skill that Experience
results from direct participation in events or activities.

factory A  is a plant consisting of one or more buildings factory
with facilities for manufacturing.

fund
A  is a financial institution that sells shares to fund
individuals and invests in securities issued by other 
companies.

goods  are articles of commerce.Goods

industry  is the organized action of making of goods and Industry
services for sale.

If a company or industry is  , it is owned by private
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private individuals rather than the state.

product A  is a commodity offered for sale.product

property  refers to the ownership of buildings and the land Property
associated with them.

public If a company or industry is  , it is owned by the public
state.

salary  is the money paid to someone for doing a job.Salary

trademark A  is a formally registered symbol identifying trademark
the manufacturer or distributor of a product.
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